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WEARABLE CAMERA SYSTEMS AND APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR 
ATTACHING CAMERA SYSTEMS OR OTHER ELECTRONIC DEVICES TO 

WEARABLE ARTICLES 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[001] This application claims the benefit under 35 USC, 119 of the earlier filing date 

of U.S. Provisional Application 62032,589 entitled "EYEWEAR WITH-1 CAMERA 

SYSTEM AND ATTACHMENT MECHANISM'> filed August 3 2014r The 

aforementioned provisional application is hereby incorporated by reference in its 

entirety, for any purpose.  

[0021 This application also claimxis the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119 of the earlier filing 

date of U.S- Provisional Application 62/045.246 entitled "MUUVIT-USE 

ATTACHABLE EYEGLASS CAMERA", filed September 3, 2014. The 

aforementioned provisional application is hereby incorporated by reference in its 

entirety, for any purpose.  

10031 This application also claims the benefit under 35 U.S .C. 119 of the earlier filing 

date of U.S, Provisional Application 62/086,747 entided "CAMERA SYSTEM FOR 

EYEWEAR", filed December 3, 2014. The aforementioned provisional application is 

hereby incorporated by refernce in its entirety, for any purpose.  

10041 This application also claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119 of the earlier filing 

date of U.S. Provisional Application 62/091;697 entitled "EYEWEAR SYSTEM FOR 

CAMERA", filed December 15 20l4 Te aforementioned povisional applicaton is 

hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety, for any purpose.  

005] This application also claims the benefit under 35 U.SC. 119 of the earlier filing 

date of U.S. Provisional Application 62/1S3,999 entitled "CAMERA SYSTEM 

CAPABLE OF WIRELESS ENERGY TRANSFER", filed April 28; 2015. The 

aforementioned provisional application is hereby incorporated by reference in its 

entirety, for any purpose, 

J006] This application also claims the benefit under 35 US.C. 119 of the earlier filing 

date of U.S. Provisional Application 62/048,820 entitled "EYEWEAR WITH TEMPILE 

TRACK", filed September 11, 2014. The aforementioned provisional application is 

hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety, for any purpose.  
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[0071 This application also clairms the benefit under 35 U.SC. 119 of the earlier filing 

date of U.S. Provisional Application 62/052,910 entitled "FASHIONABLE 

EYEWEAR COMPRISING A TRACK", filed September 19, 2014, The 

aforementioned provisional application is hereby incorporated by reference in its 

entirety, for any purpose.  

0081 This application also claims the benefit under 35 U.SC. 119 of the earlier filing 

date of U.S. Provisional Application 62.053,275 entitled "EYEWEAR COMPRISING 

A TR ACK) filed September 22t 2014. Ile aforementioned provisional application is 

hereby incorporated by reference in its endrety, for any purpose.  

10091 This application also claims the benefit under 35 U.S;C. 119 of the earlier fiEng 

date of US, Provisional Application 62.140,276 entitled "OPTIMIZED EYEWEAR 

TRACK AND ATTACHMENT MEANS FOR ELECTRONIC DEVICE filed March 

30, 201 5. The aforementioned provisional application is hereby incorporated by 

referene in its entirety, for any purpose.  

10101 This application also claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119 of the earlier filing 

date of U.S. Provisional Application 62/154,007 entitled "EYEWEAR TRACK, 

WIRELESS ENERGY TRANSFER SYSTEM AND ATTACHIMENT MEANS FOR 

ELECTRONIC DEVICE, filed April 28, 2015. The aforementioned provisional 

application is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety, for any purpose, 

10111 This application also claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119 of the earlier tiling 

date of US Provisional Application 62/080,437 entided "EYEWEAR WITH GUIDE 

FOR WEARABLE DEVICES", filed November 17, 2014. The aforementioned 

provisional application is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety, for any 

purpose.  

TECHNICAL FIELD 

10121 The present disclosure relates to wearable electronic devices, for example 

wearable camera systems, and more particularly to apparatuses and methods for 

attaching electronic devices such as camera systems to eyewear or other vearable 

articles.
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BACKGROUND 

[0131 The world is quickly becoming a world of instant or near instant information 

availability. Certain of this information are photographs and videos. In addition, 

intelligent wireless devices and apps allow for the transfer of this information quickly, 

seatnlessIv and effonfessly. It is estimated that over one trillion digital phtos v will be 

taken in 2015 with the vast niajority being taken by mobile phone cameras. Further, 

there are now over 6 billion mobile phones owned and actively used in the world or 

vhich approximately 4 billion have cameras associated.  

01.41 There are 2 Billion individuals in the world who wear prescription eyeglasses 

and over an estimated 300 Million pairs of eyeglasses sold in the world each year.  

Conventional eyeglasses may not include a camera, mainly because eyeglasses / 

eyewear are perceived to be a fashion item by the consumer, Attaching a conventional 

camera to eyewear by any conventional techniques may distract from the cosmetics or 

fashion-look of the eyeglasses or eycwear Examples in the present disclosure may 

address some of the shortcomings in this field.  

SUMMARY 

10151 Wearable ctronic device systems, for example wearable camera systems, and 

apparatuses and mcinethds for attaching elctromic devices such as cameras to eyewear or 

other wearable articles re described 

10161 An electronic device system according to some examples of the present 

disclosure may include an ecwear frame including a temple and a first guide mitegal 

with the tiple, the teiple having a finished surface, tmd the first guide extending 

between a first location on the temple and a second location on the temple. The first 

Zuide may be formed on a side of the temple and extend partially through a thickness of 

the temple or protrude from the temple, the first guide comprising a base and at least 

one sidewall adjacent to the base, the finished surface of the temple including surfaces 

of the base and the at least one sidewall The system may further include an electronic 

device movably coupled to the temple, the electronic device comprising a second guide 

coupled to the first guide and an attachment system securiFn the electronic device to 

the temple, vhereby the electronic device is movable along the guide while remaining 

secured to the temple. In some examples, the first guide may include a rail or a groove 

3
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[017] An electronic device system according to further examples of the present 

disclosure may include an eyewear frame including a temple and a first securing guide 

integral with the temple, the temple having a finished surface and the first securing 

guide extending between a first location on the temple and a second location on the 

temple. The first securing guide may be formed on a side of the temple and may extend 

partially through a thickness of the temple or may protrude from the temple. The first 

securing guide may include a base and at least one sidewall adjacent to the base, the 

finished surface of the temple including surfaces of the base and the at least one 

sidewall. The first and second securing guides mav be configured to maintain the 

electronic device on the temple as the electronic device is moved along the first guide.  

In some examples, the first securing guide may include a rail or a groove.  

BRUF DESCRIPTION OFTH- E DRAWINGS 

1018 The above objectives, features; aspects and attendant advantages of the present 

invention will become apparent from the following detailed description of various 

embodiments, including the best mode presently contemplated of practicing the 

invention, when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which: 

10191 FIG. I is a view of a system including a securing guide according to some 

examples of the present disclosure; 

[020] FIG. 2 is another vie of the system in FIG. I; 

[0211 FIG. 3 is y e another vi ew of the sy stem in FIG. 1 

10221 FIG. 4 is a partial view of a system irtcluding a not-securing guide according to 

sane examples of the present disclosure

10231 FIG, 5A is a partial view of a system including a securing guide according to 

further examples of the present disclosure; 

10241 FIG. 5B is another partial view of the system in FIG, 5A; 

[025] FIG, 6 is a side view of a bifurcated temple for eyewear according to some 

examples of the present disclosure 

10261 FIG. 7 are views of temples including guides according to examples of the 

present disclosure: 

f027] FIG. 8 is a view of a temple including an offset according to examples of the 

present disclosure; 
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[0281 FIGS, 9A-9D are cross-sectional views of temples including guides according 

to some examples herein, for example a non-securing guide (FG. 9A), and securing 

guides (FIGS. 9B. 9C, 9D); 

10291 FIGS. 10A and 10B are cross-sectional views of guides including a female 

groove according to some examples herein; 

10301 FIGS, I A-iIF are cross-sectional views of guides according to further 

examples herein; 

[031] FIGS- 12A-12C are cross-sectional views of securing guides including magnetic 

means for securing the electronic device to the temple; 

10321 FIGS 1 3A-I 3E are views of a camera according some examples of the present 

disclosure; 

[0331 FIGS, 14A and 14B are views of cameras configured for slidable engagement 

with a temple using a shoe according to some examples herein; 

[034] FIG, 15 is a view of a camera according to further examples of the present 

disclosure; 

[35] FIG. 16 is a view of a camera according to yet futhier examples of the present 

disclosure: 

[0361 FIG. IA shows cross sectional views of a guide including a dove tail female 

groove configtured for engagement with a split male rail according to examples herein; 

1037] FIG. 17B shows a split male rail according to the example in FIG 17A; 

10381 FIG 17C shows a dove tail female groove according to the example in FIG.  

17A; 

[039] FIGS. 18A-18C are views of an electronic device slidably and pivotably 

coupled to a temple according to some examples herein; 

10401 FIGS, I9A-19D are top. front, side, and partial isometric views of a system 

according to some examples of the present disclosure: and 

10411 FIGS 20A-2()D are top, front, side, and partial isometric views of a system 

according to further examples of the present disclosure.  

10421 FIGS. 21A-21C are views of a camera according to further examples of the 

present disclosure 

[0431 FiG. 22 is a view and a cross section of a stretchable band in the form of an 0

ring according to an example of the present disclosure.  
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0441 An electronic device system according to some examples of the present 

disclosure may include an eyewear frame including a temple and a first guide integral 

with the temple, the temple having a finished surface, and the first guide extending 

between a first location on the temple and a second location on the temple. The first 

guide may be formed on a side of the temple and extend patially through a thickness of 

the te-mple or protrude from the temple the first guide comprising a base and at least 

one sidewall adjacent to the base, the finished surface of the temple including surfaces 

of the base and the at least one sidewall, The system may further include an electronic 

device novably coupled to the ternple, the electronic device comprising a second guide 

coupled to the first guide. In some examples, the first guide may include a rail or a 

groove. In some examples, the first and second securing guides nay be configured to 

maintain the electronic device on the temple as the electronic device is moved along the 

first guide. In some examples, the system may include an attachment systern securing 

die electronic device to the temple, whereby the electronic device is movable along the 

guide. white remaining secured to the temple.  

10451 FIGS, 1-3 are views of a wearable camera system 100 according to sone 

examples of the present disclosure. The system 100 includes eyewear 105 and 

electronic device 130 attached thereto. The eye wear 105 includes an evewear frame 

110 which includes a temple 112, Typically; an eyewear frame 110 inacltdes a pair of 

temples I 12 (e~g, left and right temples), one for each side of a wearev's head, In some 

examples, the temples 112 are pivotably coupled to a lens portion 11.7 of the frame via 

a hinge .1 1 The lens portion may include a pair of lenses 102, for example and 

without limitation prescription lenses, non-prescription lenses, tinted lenses, changeable 

tint lenses, variable focus lenses, switchable focus lnses, or any combinations thereotf 

The lens portion may include rim 104, as ii the example in FIGS. 1-3, or the lens 

portion may be rimless in other embodiments.  

[046] One or both of the teniples 112 of evewear frame I 10 may include a guide 

120 for coupling an electronic device 130 to the temple of eyewear frame 110. The 

guide 120 may be part of an attachment system including a first guide and a second 

guide configured for slidable engagement with one another, in this regard, the guide 

120 may be a first guide configured for sidable engagement with a second guide on the 
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electronic device 130. The first guide (eg guide 120) may be nclhide a rail or a 

groove, vhich may be implemented according to any of the examples herein, and the 

second guide on the electronic device may include a groove or a rail configured for 

cooperating fit wii th tihe rail or groove of the first guide 120 The electronic device 130 

may be a miniaturized self coatntained electronic system such as a camera system or 

simply camera 132. The electronic device 130 may be virtually any miniaturized 

electronic device, for example and without limitation a cancer, image capture device, 

IR camera, still camera, video camera, image sensor. repeater resonator, sensor, 

hearing aid, sound amplifier, diectional milcrophon.e, eyewear supporting an electronic 

component, spectrometer, directional microphone, mit crophone, camera system, 

infrared vision system, nmiht vision aid, night lit illumination system, sensor, 

pedoicter, wireless cell phone, mobile phone, wireless communication system, 

projector, laser holographic device, holographic system- display, radio, GPS, data 

storage, memory storage, power source, speaker, fall detector, alertness monitor, geo

location, pulse detection., gaming, eye tracking, pupil monitoring, alarm, CO sensor, 

CO detector. C02 sensor C02 detector, air particulate sensor, air particulate meter, 

UV sensor, UV meter. IR sensor IR meter, thermal sensor, thermal meter, poor air 

sensor, poor air monitor, bad breath sensor, had breath monitor, alcohol sensor, alcohol 

monitor. motion sensor. otion monitor, thermometer, smoke sensor, smoke detector, 

pill reminder, audio playback device, audio recorder, speaker, acoustic amnplification 

device, acoustic canceling device, hearing aid, video playback device, video recorder 

device, image sensor, fill detector, alertness sensor, alertness monitor, health sensor, 

health monitor, fitness sensor, fitness monitor, physiology sensor, physiology monitor, 

mood sensor, mood monitor, stress monitor, pedometer, motion detector, geo-location, 

pulse detection, wireless communication device, gaming device, eye tracking device, 

pupil sensor, pupil monitor, automated reminder, light, Alrin, cell phone device, phone, 

mobile communication device, poor air quality alert device, sleep detector, doziness 

detector, alcohol dtector thermometer refractive error measurement device wave 

front measurement device aberrometer, GPS system smoke detector, pill reminder, 

speaker, kinetic energy source, microphone, projector, virtual keyboard, face 

recognition device, voice recognition device, sound recognition system, radioactive 

detector, radiation detector, radon detector, moisture detector, hnnidity detector, 

atmospheric pressure indicator, loudness indicator, noise indicator, acoustic sensor, 

range finder, laser system, topography sensor, motor, micro motor, nano motor, switch, 

7
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battery, dynamo, thermal power source, fuel cell, solar cell, kinetic energy source, 

thermo electric power source.  

{0471 The guide 120 may be provided on any side of temple 112, for example an 

outside side 11I, on a top and/or bottom sides (c&.g as in FIG. 5A and 5B) or any 

combinations thereof The guide 120 may be configured to guide a movement of the 

electronic device 130 (,- camera 132) along a predetermined direction, e.g as 

indicated by arrow 140. For example, the guide 120 may constrain one or more 

degrees of freedom of the electronic device 130 when the electronic device 130 is 

coupled to the temple 112. As such, movement of the electronic device 130 may be 

confined to one or more predetermined directions. in some examples, the guide 120 

may be configured to guide movement of the electronic device 130 substantially along 

a longitudinal direction 140 of the temple, The longitudinal direction, also referred to 

herein as length-wise direction. may be a dirution oriented substantially along a length 

of the temple 1 1 The guide may begin at the front of the temple and extend to the 

back of the temple. The guide may begin at the front one half of the temple and extend 

to the back one half of tie temple. The guide may begin at the fiont one third of the 

temple and extend to the back one third of the tmpc, The guide may start at the front 

of the temple and extend to the back. one half of the temple An electronic device can be 

loaded on the guide at a pointe between the front of the guide and the back of the guide, 

An electronic device can be loaded on the guide at the front of the guide, An electronic 

device can be loaded on the guide at the back of the guide. An electronic device can be 

loaded on the guide at the front of the temple. An electronic device can be located on 

the guide at the back of the temple.  

10481 Guides according to the present disclosure may be configured as securing 

guides or non-securig guides. A securing guide may be configured to guide 

movement of the electronic device (e g camera 132) along a predetermined direction 

(e g longitudinal direction 140) and to maintain the electronic device (exg camera 

132) in position (e.g, in engagement with the temple 112). For example. a securing 

guide may include features configured to maintain the electronic device (eg, camera 

132) in engagement with the guide 120, In some examples, a securing guide may be 

configured to constrain five (all three rotational and two of the three translational) of 

the six degrees of freedom of the camera 132 leaving one degree of freedom 

(translation in a predetermined direction, for example the longitudinal direction 140) 

unconstratned, 
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[049] A non-securiig guide may be configured to guide movement of the 

electronic device 130 along a predetermined direction while also allowing movement of 

the electronic device 130 along other direction including a direction which may cause 

the device to disengage from the guide 120. That is, a non-securig guide may only 

constrain one or more degrees of freedom as appropriate to guide the electronic device 

130 along a. path corresponding to the predetermined direction of movement. In such 

examples, a securing mechanism may be included to maintain the electronic device 130 

in engagement with the guide 120. In some examples, securing mechanism may 

comprise one or more bands, as will be further described below, e g, with reference to 

FIG. 4An example of a band, without limitation, may be an adjustable strap, an 

elastic ring such as an -ringa stetchable slide member, or combinations thereof In 

some examples, an attachment system for attachig aan electronic dev ice to eyewear 

may include a plurality of band configured for coupling the electronic device to temples 

that have different sizes and/or geometries. For example, the plurality of bands may 

comprise a plurality of elastic rings (e.g., O-rings) having different diameters. In some 

examples, the securing mechanism may coamprise magnetic means. For example, the 

temple may include a metallic material (e.g, a metallic member) which may be 

attached to or embedded within the temple for magnetically coupling. to a magnet on 

the electronic device as will be further described, eg, with reference to FIGS- II A and 

I IB as well as FIGS, I 2 and I 2B.  

050] In the example In FIGS 1, guide 120 comprises a female groove 122 which 

is configured to receive a male rail 124 of a second guide at least partially therein. The 

male rail 124 may be provided on an electronic device and may be shaped for a 

cooperating fit with the female groove 122. For example, the niale rail 124 may 

include a protrusion which is sized and shaped for insertion into a groove of the female 

groove 122. In the example in FIGS. 1 -3, guide 120 is configured as a securing guide.  

The female groove 1'22 comprises a cross-sectional shape selected to prevent the male 

rail 124 from disenaging from the female groove 122- In this example, the female 

groove 122 has a generally trapezoidal cross-section and the male rail 124 has an 

inverted generally trapezoidal cross-section which is shaped and sized to fit within the 

female groove 122. The female gooove 122 having a generally trapezoidal cross

section itmplies that a wx idth of the female groove 122 at the top of the groove is smaller 

than a width of the female groove 122 at the base of the groove 122 thereby preventing 

movement of the male rail 124 in a directing generally perpendicular to the groove, 

9
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The geometry of the slidable joint defined by the groove and rail in the example in FIG.  

2 may also be referred to as a dovetail geometry As such, the slidable joint may also 

be said to have a dove-tall cross-sectional shape. In the present disclosure, groove may 

be interchangeably used with female groove and rail may be interchangeably used with 

male rail.  

10511 As further illustrated in FIG, 1-3, the electronic device (eg. camera 132) 

may be coupled to temple 112 using an intermediate component, e.g. a shoe I )4 The 

shoe may be formed of a rigid material, such as a rigid plastic material, and may 

include the second guide. The shoe may be configured to slidably engage with the first 

guide 120 via the second guide. For example, if guide 120 comprises a female groove 

122 as in the present example, the shoe may include a malc rail 124, In other example, 

the shoe nay include a female groove and the temple 112 may include a male rail 

configure d for insertion into the fernale iroove of the shoe 134. In some example, the 

shoe 134 may be removably coupled to the electronic device 130 (e~g,. camera 132), In 

some examples, the shoe may have a geometry configured to at least partiall wrap 

around the camera 132. In some examples, the shoe may have a generally C-shaped 

Cross section. In further example, the shoe may have a generally I-shaped coss 

section. e.g,, as in the example in FIGS 5A and 5B described further below.  

1052j The shoe 134 may include a generally planar body 136 and generally 

perpendicular extensions (only one of the extensions in the pair, extension 137, is 

visible in FIG. 2) disposed on opposite ends of the body 136 The extensions may be 

configured to engage with opposite sides of the electronic device 130 (C.gic camera 

1 32), fur example top and bottom sides. In some examples, the shoe 134 may engage 

with forward and aft sides of the electronic device 130 (eI camera 132), Each of the 

extensions in the pair may be configured to snap into engagement with a housing 154 

of the camera 132. For example, the extensions 137 ma include attachment features 

which may be received into surface features of the housing 154, The shoe 134 may 

have a length, which may be substantially the same as a length of the camera (e.g, as in 

FIG. 16B) or shorter than a length of the camera (e , as in FIGS. 1-3). The length 

may be selected such that the shoe 134 firmly engages with the camera 132 when 

coupled. thereto In some examples, the length of the shoe 134 may be between about 

one half and one quarter of the length of the camera 132, In some examples, the length 

of the shoe may be about one third of the length of the camera 132.  

10
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[053] As described herein, a guide may extend along a temple between a first 

location on thle temple and a second location on the templec In some examples. the first 

guide may be formed on an outside side of the temple e.g., as ilhistrated in the 

examples in FIGS 1 4. The first location on the temple niay be a location at a forward 

end of the temple and the second location on the temple may be a location near an aft 

end of the temple. For example, the second location may be a location which is a 

distance of about 1/,3 of the length of the temple forward of the aft end of the temple.  

In some examples, the guide may extend a certain percentage of the length of the 

temple, for example the gwde may extend about 50%, about 60%, about 70%, or about 

80% of the length of the temple or anywhere between about 40% to about 90% of the 

length of the temple.  

[0541 In some examples, the guide extends sufficiently far along the temple such 

that an electronic device can be moved to a location nearest the ear where a. width of 

the electronic device is greater than a distance between the inside of the temple and the 

wearers head. For example, the electronic device may be positioned at least partially 

above, below, or outside the temple such that it may be moved along the guide toward 

the wearers ear far enough back that it reaches a place where the width of the 

electronic device would have caused it to hit the wearer's face if it were positioned 

inside the temple. The guide may be inside the temple, outside the temple, on the top 

or bottom of the temple, or combinations thereof.  

[055] FIG. 4 is a partial view of a system 200 comprising a temple 212 of an 

eyewear frame 210 (only partially shown in FIG. 4). In some examples, the system 

may also include a camera 232 according slidably engaged with the temple 212 The 

camera 232 is slidably engaged vith the temple 212 via guide 220 such that the camera 

232 is movable along the tempi 212 For example, the camera 32 nmy be movable 

between a first position aid a second position along a length of the temple 212. The 

first position may be a forward position and the second position may be an aft position.  

When the camera 232 is in the first position, a forward end 233 of the camera 232 may 

be at substantially at, slightly forward of, or slightly aft of a forward end 206 of the 

temple 212, The aft position may be a position selected to substantially conceal the 

camera 232 from view (e.g behind in car of a person w daring the eyeweir frame 210), 

[056] In the example in FIG, 4 the guide 220 is configured to guide movement of 

the camera 232 along a length-wise direction 240 of temple 212. In this regard, the 

guide 220 extends along at least part of the length of temple 212. in some examples,
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the temple includes a. first portion 214 and a second portion 216. The first portion 214 

(eg. fforward portion 214) of tem ple 21 2 may extend from the forward end 206 of the 

temple 212 to a location where the temple 212 curves downward, e g for engacment 

with the wearer's head and more specifically for placement behind the we-arers cars.  

The second portion 216 eg aft portion 2116) of temple 212 may extend from the 

location where he temple curves downward to the aft end 215 of the temple. In some 

examples, the guide may extend along at least part of the length of temple 212, for 

example the length of the first portion. In some examples, the guide may extend 

partially along the length of the first portion or beyond the first portion. The guide 220 

may be a first guide which is configured to engage with a second guide on the camera 

232.  

j0571 As previously described, guides according to the present disclosure may be 

securing guides or non-securing guides. A securing guide holds an electronic device in 

place as the device is moved along the guide, A non-securing guide may not hold an 

electronic device in place as it is moved along the gide. A securing mechanism may be 

used vith a non-securing guide in order to secure an electronic device to the non

securmig guide as it moves along the guide, In some examples, the guide may include a 

non-securing femniale groove (e.g. as in the example in FIG. 4), a securing female 

groove (e g, as in the previous example in FIGS. 1-3)) a non-securing male rail, or a 

securing male Tail as will be funher described, As will be understood, guides according 

to the present disclosure may include one or more rails or one or more tracks disposed 

or coupled to one or more sides of a temple and/or disposed or coupled to an electronic 

device. The specific examples of guides described herein, for example with reference 

to FIGS. 9-12, are illustrative only, Any of the rails and/or tracks according to the 

present disclosure may interchanneably be provided on either the temple or the 

electronic device. Temples and attachment systems for electronic devices to eVewear 

may include guides with one or more of any of the rail(s), groove(s), and. features 

thereof described herein in any combination.  

joss] In the example in FIG. 4 the gi2de 220 is implemented as a non-securing 

guide, in that the guide 220 guides movement of the camera 232 but does not otherwise 

secure the camera 232 to the eyewear. By securing, it is inplied that the camera is 

coupled. to the eyewear such that it remains in engagement with the guide 220, e.g. in 

engagement with the rail or groove provided on the temple, The guide 220 in FIG. 4 

includes a non-securing female groove configured to receive a male rail (not shown), 
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The male rail may be integrated into or coupled to the camera 232, For example, the 

male rail may be integrated into a housing 254 of camera 232, In further example the 

male rail may be incorporated into an intermediate component (e.T, a shoe as 

illustrated in the example in FIGS, 1-3), and the intermediate component may be 

coupled to the camera 232, 

10591 In some examples, the system 200 may include a securing mechanism 250, 

In soic examples, the securing mechanism may include one or more bands 252, which 

may be configured to engage with surface features 256 on a housing 254 of camera 232 

to maintain the camera 232 in engagemncnt with the guide 220. The bands 252 may be 

stretchabic bands For example, the bands 25 in FIG 4 aic implemented as ieastic 

rings 253 (e.g O-rings as in the example in FIG, 21 which bias the camera 232 

towards the temple 212 while allowing movement of the camera 2321 along the length 

of the temple 212, A stretchabic hand may adapt to changes in the design, contour, 

thickness and. width of the eyewear temple while securing the electronic device on a 

non-securing guide. In some examples, a securing mechanism may be used with a 

securing guide for added protection, e.g,. for reducing a risk of the electronic device 

accidental becoming disengaged from the securing guide The surface features 256 may 

include ribs, which may extend from a surfhe of the housing 254. The elastic ring 253 

may engage with the surface features 256, for example by being positioned between a 

pair of ribs to bias the camera 232 towards the temple 212, In some examples, the 

surface features 256 mav include indentations in a surfhee of the housing 254, which 

may receive the elastic ring 253 therein The surface features reduce the risk of the 

securing mechanism (e.g. Stretchable band) sliding off the electronic device as the 

electronic device is moved along the guide: In this manner, the surface features may 

maintain the securing mechanism in amichment with the electronic device while the 

electronic device is moved along the guide. In other examples, the securing mechanism 

250 may be include niagnetic means. e g. as will be described with reference to FIGS, 

12A-12C.  

[060] Referring now to FIGS, 5A and 5B, attachment systems including first and 

second guides for attaching an electronic device to eyewear according to further 

examples will be described. FIGS. SA and 5B show partial views of a system 300 

according, to the present disclosure. System 300 includes a temple 312 of an eyewear 

frame, the temple 312 comprismng a first guide 320. Guide 320 is configured for 

slidable engagement with a second guide on an electronic device 330, In some 

13
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examples, the electronic device may be a camera, The guide 320 in this example is 

implemented as a securtig guide The guide 320 comprises a pair of female tracks 322 

disposed on opposite sides of ternple 312. That is, guide 320 includes a first groove 

3221 (c.g, top groove 322-1 provided on a first side 318 (e g. top side 318) of temple 

312 and a second groove 322-2 (e bottom groove 322-2) provided on a second side 

319 (e~g. bottom side 319) of temple 312. The tracks 322-1, 322-2 comprise grooves 

having a generally U-shaped cross section, also referred to as closed grooves. In some 

examples, and without limitation, tracks according to the present disclosure may have 

other cross-sections such as an L-shaped cross section (also referred to as open groove), 

a generally C-shaped cross section (also referred to as hook groove), an iNvcrted I T

shaped cross section, a V-shaped cross section, or a dovetail cross section. A partially 

closed groove includes two opposing side walls extending from a base of the groove.  

the side walls having the same. or dissimilar heights. An open groove includes only one 

side wall. A hook groove includes a side wall and a top wall adjacent to the side wall 

and opposite a base of the groove. A groove having an inverted T-shaped cross section 

includes partial top wall extending toward one another from opposing side walls of the 

groove, there defining a groove having a base which is wider than the top portion 

and/or opening of the groove. A groove with a V-shaped cross section includes a base 

which generally defines an anigle between the sidewalls of the groove.  

10611 In this example, the electronic device 330 is coupled to the temple 3 12 using 

a an intermediate component such as a shoe 334 The shoe 334 is disposed between the 

electronic device 330 and the temple 312. The shoe 334 is configured for slidable 

engagement with guide 320 and is further configured for engagement with the 

electronic device 330. The shoe 334 is generally I-shaped in cross-section. That is, the 

shoe 334 Includes a body 336 having a generally plan; geonetry. The shoe 330 

further includes a guide comprising a pair of male rails 324-1 324-2 extending from 

oppositeends of the body towards a first direction generally perpendicular to the body 

336, Each of the mak rails 324-1 and 324-2 is configured for insertion into respective 

ones of the female tracks 322 (e. first and second tracks 322-l 3222, respectively) 

The shoe 334 is further configured to be coupled to the electronic device 330, e g., via 

the extensions 337 anti 338 which exteid from body 336 in a second direction opposite 

the first direction.  

10621 Referring now to FIGS. 6-8 additional features of temples according to the 

present disclosure are described.  
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[0631 In some examples, it may be desirable to provide an extended guide. which may 

enable a user to slide the electronic device further aft, such as to better conceal the 

electronic device behind the user's ear, than may othenvise be possible without an 

extended guide. FIG 6 illustrates a partial view of another system 600 including an 

electronic device 630 slidably engaged with a temple 612, in this case a bifurcated 

temple 612. The temple 612 includes a guide 620 which includes a groove 622.  

Although not specifically illustrated, it will be understood that the guide 620 may, in 

other examples, include a rail. In this example, the electronic device 630 is slidably 

coupled to a guide 620 using a shoe 634.  

10641 The temple 612 includes a forward portion 614 and an aft portion 616. The aft 

portion is forked into an aft upper portion 616-1 and aft lower portion 616-2 The aft 

upper portion 616-1 may be generally in line with the forward portion 614, while the 

aft lower portion 616-2 may ie curve downward, thus also referred to as curved portion 

616-2 The guide 620 extends along the forward portion 614 and the aft upper portion 

616-I of temple 612. The guide 620 may extend along some or substantially all of the 

lengths of the forward and aft upper portions 614 and 616-1, respectively. The curved 

portion 616-2 of temple 612 may be generally shaped to fit behind and/or around a 

user s ear, In some examples, a guide may terminate proximate or ahead of the carved 

portion, eg. as illustrated in the examples in FIGS, 1-5, In such examples, the farthest 

position to which the electronic device may be movable may be a position at or ahead 

of the Curved portIonn the example in FiG 6z the bifurcated temple 612 may extend 

the amount of travel available to the electronic device 630 such that the electronic 

device 630 may be positionable farther back relative to the lens portion (not shown in 

this figure) and thus be better concealed from view.  

10651 FIG. 7 illustrates three examples 700, 700', and 700" of temples with guides 

having different geometries. In a first example 700 temple 712 includes a guide 720 

which comprises a groove 722, The groove 722, when viewed in pla, has a generally 

rectangular shape. A distance d between thie sidewalls of groove 722 remains 

substantially constant along the length of the groove 722 na second example 700' 

temple 712' includes a guide 720', The guide 720' comprises a groove 722 which has 

a tapered geometryi in plan view. In example 700', a forwNard portion of the groove 

722' natrows towNards a forward end of the groove In a third example 7007 temple 

712" includes a gimde 720" comprising a grove 722. which also has a tapered 

geometry, in plan view. In this third example 700", the groove 722" tapers toward the 
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aft end of the groove, That is,an aft portion of the groove 722" narrows tovards anr aft 

end of the groove, As such, a distance d' between the sidewalls of the groove 722' 

decreases along at least a portion of the length of the groove 722. Similarly, a distance 

d" between the sidevalls of the groove 722 decreases along at least a portion of the 

length of the groove 722" 

066 A groove accordig to the present disclosute typically includes at least one 

sidewall and may also include a second opposite sidewall, a top wall, or combinations 

thereof A side all is a wall of the groove that extends from a base of the groove and 

spans a portion of the length of the goove A top wall is a wall of the grove that 

extends from one of the side walls. A top wall may be a partial wall which may be 

arranged generally opposite the base of the groove and may also span at least a portion 

of a length of the groove. In sonie examples, the groove may include a forward groove 

wall, an aft groove wall or both. The rward and aft groove walls are walls of the 

groove which extend from the base of ie groove and span the distance between the 

sidewalls. The groove 722 has an open forward end and a closed aft end That is, the 

groove '22 includes an aft groove wall but does not include a forward groove wall.  

The groove 722' has a closed aft end and an Open forward end wx hich is tapered, In 

this exanple:. the groove 722' includes an aft wall but does not include a forward 

groove wal. The groove 722" has a closed forward end and air open aft end, wiich is 

tapered. That it, the groove 7 includes a forward groove wall but does not include 

an aft groove wall. It will be appreciated that tracks according to the present disclosure 

may have other geomnetries than the examples specific ally illustrated. For example, a 

groove may have both a closed forward end and a closed at end eg- as illustrated in 

FIG, 3, ti some examples, the groove may taper both towards the forward end and 

towards the aft end In further examples, the groove may include a closed end, which is 

tapered.  

10671 FIG. 8 is a partial top view of a system 800 including a temple 812 with an 

offset according to further examples of the present disclosure. The system 800 includes 

a temple 812 of an eyewear frame ad an electronic device 830 (e.g., camera 832). The 

electronic device 830 is slidably coupled to the temple 8.12. The system 800 further 

includes a securing mechanism 850 (e.g. bands 852-1 and 852+2), The securing 

mechanism is configured to maintain electronic device 830 in engagement with a guide 

provided on the temple 812. The temple 812 includes a first portion 814 and a second 

portion 816, The second portion 816 is offset from the first portioti 814 by an offset 
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distance 821 selected to accommodate the securing mechanism 850 or portions thereof 

For example, the offset distance 821 may be greater than or equal to a dimnension 823 of 

the securing mechianism, such as a thickness t of any of the hands 852-1 and 852-2- a 

some examples, the thickness t may be about 2mm or less. In some examples, the 

bands 852-1 and 852-2 may have a rounded cross-section (e.g. a circular cross

section) In such examples, the thickness may interchangeably be referred to as a 

diameter of the cross-section. It will be understood that embodiments of the present 

disclosure may include any combinations of features described with reference to any of 

the specific examples herein, For example, a temple may be a bifurcated temple as 

described with reference to FIG, 6 and may also include an offset as described with 

reference to FIR 8. Temple according to the present disclosure may include any of the 

features of temples andior any of the guides described herein in any combination.  

1068] With reference now to FIGS, 9-14, features of uides according to the present 

disclosure will be further described. A guide according to the present disclose may 

include a male rail or a female groove By male rail (interchangeably rail) it is meatt 

that the rail includes one or more protrusions configured for insertion into a female 

groove. Siilarly, by female groove (interchangeably groove) it is implied that the 

groove inchides one or more grooves which are shaped to accommodate the rail at least 

partially therein, In some examples. the term groove is meant to imply not only an 

indentation in a surtece of a temple but also a through feature such as a slot through a 

thickness of the temple, In examples herein, a female groove may comprise a single 

groove or a plurality of tracks, which may be located on one or more sides of a temple, 

for example a top side of the temple, a bottom side of the temple, an outside side of the 

temple, an inner side of the temple, or combinations thereof, In examples a female 

groove may comprise a single groove or a plurality of tracks on any side of an 

electronic device. Any number of tracks mia be included having any combination of 

geometries as maxy be designed. \naogously a male rail according to the present 

disclosure may comprise a single ral or a pArality of rails located on one or more sides 

of the temple, for example a top side of the temple, a bottom side of the temple, an 

outside side of the temple, an inner side of the temple. or combinations thereof In 

examples, a male rail may comprise a single rail or a plurality of rails on any side of an 

electronice device, 

10691 Any number of tracks may be included having any combination of geonetries 

as may be desired. Attachment systems according to the present disclosure may
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include a first guide which is incorporated into the temple (e.g, embedded into or 

coupled to the temple), which may comprise either one of the rail or the groove, the 

attachment system further including a second guide provided on the electronic device 

(e.g, embedded into or coupled to the electronic device), the second guide comprising 

a corresponding rail or groove configured to be coupled to the rail or groove of the 

temple. The terms embedded or integrated are meant to imply that a feature is integral 

with or non-removablv attached to a component (e.g, the electronic device or the 

temple The term incorporated or incorporating includes coupling as well as 

interating or embedding components. That is, a component which is incorporated may 

be removably coupled to another component or it may be embedded into the other 

component. It will be appreciated that the illustrations in the figures herein are 

provided to facilitate an understanding of the present disclosure and some or all of the 

temples, guides, rails tracks, and/or feantres thereof may not be to scale and/or some of 

the illustrations may be simplified so as not to obfuscate the present disclosure, In 

some examples, the guide may be integral with the temple and may be part of the 

design of the temple. In some examples, the guide nay be built into the surface 

contour of the temple. In some examples, the guide may manufactured separately from 

thle temple and attached thereto, removably or irremovably. by any apprpate known 

techniques, for example and without limitation by screws, bolts, hooks, temperature 

shrink material, gltc, adhesive, Velcro, magnet, strap(s) In some example, the guide 

may be detachable from the temple. In this regard, a separate guide, which is 

attachable to an existing eyewear frairic may serve to address the eyewear aftermarket, 

e.g, for retrofitting evewear that is already been manufactured andior sold to 

consumers I examples a guide may be integral with the electronic device and may be 

part of the design of the electronic device (g integral with a housing of the electronic 

device). n sonie example, the guide may be coupled to the electronic device, e . via a 

shoe or another intermediate component. In some examples, the electronic device may 

include a guide integral to the electronic device and may also be operable to couple to 

an intermediate component for engaging with differeMt guides from the guide provided 

integral to the electronic device, as described in further detail below, 

[070] An attachment system according to some examples may include an elongate 

member configured to be coupled to a wearable article, the elongate member 

comprising a guide extending along a length of the elongate member and configured for 

slidable engagement with the electronic device. I some examples, the electronic 
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device may be a camera, In some examples, the attachment system may be provided as 

a kit which includes the elonuate member including a rail or a groove and the electronic 

device which includes the other opposing rail or groove The elohgate member may 

attach to the temple, for example by way of fasteners, adhlesive strips, bands, elastic 

rings, or the like, or using one or more magnets In some examples; the system may 

also include a securing mechanism configured to bias the electronic device tow ard the 

elongate member and the wearable article when the elongate member is coupled 

thereto. For example, the securing mechanism may include a band, an adjustable strap.  

an elastic ring, a stretchable slide meniber, or combinations thereof In some examples, 

a plurality of bands, adjustable straps elastic rings, andior slide members may be 

included in a single kit to enable the user to couple the electronic device to any of a 

variety of temples of different shapes and sizes. In some examples, the securing 

mechanism between the electronic device and the elongate member comprising the 

guide may be a magnetic mechanism, for example as described below with reference to 

FIG. 12.  

[071] According it some examples of the present disclosure, an electronic device kit 

may include an elecronic d vice and a stretchable band, whereby the electronic device 

comprises a surface feature to engage the band and whereby the electronic device cal 

be applied to an eyewear temple allowing movement of the electronic device and the 

band from a point located within the front one third of an eyewear temple to a point 

within the back one third of the eyewear temple while the electronic device and band 

remains attached to the eyewear temple and while the eyewear is being worn by a 

wearer. The stretchable band may be an O-ring having a rounded core cross section, 

for example as described with reference to FIG. 22.  

10721 FIGS. 9A.9D show cross-sectional views of guides including a male rail 

according to some examples herein, It will be appreciated that some or all of the 

temples guides, rails tracks, and/or features thereof may not be to scale and the 

illustrations are provided only to failitate an understanding of the present disclosure.  

It will be further appreciated that while examples of rails described here with reference 

to FIGS. 9A-9F are illustrated in the context of being incorporated into a temple, any of 

the embodiments of rails accordmg to the present disclosure may instead be provided 

on the electronic device for coupling to a rail provided on the tenple 

10731 FIG 9A shows, in cross section, a temple 912a comprising a guide 920a, in this 

example a non-securing guide. The guide 92.Oa comprises a rail 924a having a 
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generally rectangular cross-sectional shape. The rail 924a includes sidewalls 961a 

which are generally parallel to one another from a base 962a to a top 963a of the rail 

924a, i soic examples. the rail may have a generally rounded cross-sectional shape 

(e.g. as shown in dashed line, such as a semi-circular cross-sectional shape or a semi

ovular cross-sectional shape. hI further example, the protrusion may have a generally 

trapezoidal cross-sectional shape. The rail 924a in this example is located on an 

outside side 91 Ia of the temple 912a- In some examples, the rail 924a may be on a top 

side 9 18a, a bottom side 919a, or combinations thereof 

[074] FIG, 9B shows, in cross section, another example of a temple 912b comprising 

a guide 920b, in this example a securing guide. The guide 9.20b comprises a rail 924b 

having a gnerally T-shaped cross-section. The rail 924b includes a head portion 964b 

and a neck portion 966b, The width 965b of the head portion 965b is greater than a 

width 967h of the neck portion 966b. By including a narrower neck portion 966b, the 

rail 924b is configured to engage securing features of the groove such that the 

electronic device 930 is maintained in engagement with the guide 92Gb when coupled 

thereto. in the example in FIG. 9B, side walls 968b of the neck portion 966b are 

generally parallel to one another.  

[075] FIG. 9C shows, in cross section, a temple 91 2c comprising a guide 920c in this 

a sd. The guide 920e comprises a rail 924c which includes a head 

portion 964c and a neck portion 966c. A width 965c of the head portion 964c is greater 

thain a width 967C of the neck portion 966c, In this manner, the rail 94c may serve to 

maintain an eletronic device (not shown) in engagement with the guide 920c. In this 

example, the neck portion 966c is tapered. The side walls 968c of the neck portion 

966c are angled towards one another such that a width 96 7c of the neck portion 966c 

decreases from a base 962c of the rail 924c towards the head portion 964c.  

10761 FIG. 9D shows, in cross section, a temple 912d comprising a guide 920d in this 

example a securing guide, The guide 920d comprises a rail 924d including a head 

portion 964d and a neck portion 966d. The neck portion P66d is arranged on a platform 

969d, which may provide clearance for certain features and/or components of an 

electronic device coupled to the temple 912d. In this example, the neck portion 966d 

may be configured similarly to the neck portion 966c in that it tapers along its length.  

However, in this example, the neck portion. 966d. tapers in. an opposite direction of neck 

portion 966c in FIG. 9C. Side walls 968d of the neck portion 966d may be angled 

towards One another such that a width 967d of the neck portion decreases from the head 
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portion 964d towards the base 962d of the rail 924d, i other examples, the neck 

portion 966d may taper in the same direction as in the example in FIG, 9C 

{0771 Referring now to FIGS. 10-14, temples including guides comprising tracks 

according to examples herein will be further describes. The tracks may have virtually 

any shape as may be desired, for example, the tracks may have a generally rectumgular, 

square, rounded, triangular, trapezoidal or inverted trapezoidal shape, or any 

combinations thereof While tracks having different cross sections are described with 

reference to guides on a temple, guides on electronic devices which include tracks with 

any of the cross sections described herein are also within the scope of this disclosure.  

[078] FIGS, 10A and 10B show coss-sectional views of temples comprising guides 

1020a and 102b, both configured as securing guides. Guide 1020a in FIG. 1MA 

includes a groove 1022a having an inverted generally T-shaped cross section, The 

groove 1022a is configured to receive a rail 1024a of an electronic device 1030a, the 

rail 1024a having a generally T-shaped cross-section, The rail 1024a may include some 

or all of the features of rail 924b described pre-viously with reference to FIG. 9B. To 

that end, the groove may have a first width 1072a selected to accoumodate a head 

portion of the rail and a second width 1074a selected to accommodate a neck portion of 

the raiL the second width being smaller than the width of the head portion. The groove 

may comprise a groove defined by sidewalls 1061a and partial top walls 10 70a 

extending towards one another from the sidewalls, The partial top walls, 10 70a may 

extend inward towards the neck portion hereby retaining the rail into engagement with 

the groove.  

1079] Guide 1020b in FIG. lOB is a securing guide which comprises a plurality of 

tracks including first groove 1022b-1, second groove 1022b-, and third groove 1022b

3. In this examples, one of the tracks features for securing a rail on the electronic 

device into engagement with the guide 1020b, For example, the first groove 1022b-l 

may include some or all of the features of groove 1022a described with reference to 

FIG. 10A. For example, roove 1022b-1 includes a groove which has an inverted 

generally T-shaped cross section defined by side alls 1061b and partial top valls 

1070b extending towards one another from the sidewalls. Other ones of the plurality of 

tracks may be securing or non-securing and tay hav.xe virtually any geometry as ray be 

desired, In the specific example herein, grooves 10 70b2 and. 1070b-3 are non-securing 

and have a generally rectangular geometry. All of the grooves in this example are 

arranged on an outside side 101 lb of the temple 1012b, In other example, grooves may 
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be disposed on a top side, bottom side, outside side, inner side, or combinations thereof 

In the context of the present disclosure, the outside side of the temple is the side of the 

temple which is farthest away from the wearer's head, when the eyewear is worn, and 

the inner side being the side closest to the wearer's head. The top side is the side 

closest to a top of tihe wearers head and the bottom side is the side opposite the top 

side and farthest from the top of the wearer's head. It will be understood that the 

designations of top, bottom, inner and outside are arbitrary but provided herein for 

illustration of examples of the present disclosure.  

[080] With reference now also to FIGS, 1A-i IF, further examples of guides 

comprising tracks according to the present disclosure are described- FIGS, I I A-I IF 

are cross-sectional views of guides inchiding at least one groove disposed on a top side 

of the temple.  

(081] FIG, I I A shows a cross-sectional view of a temple I I12a including a guide 

I120a, in this example a non-securing guide having an open groove geometry. The 

groove I122a has a generally L-shaped. cross section defined by a base 1171 a and a 

single sidewall 1161a. The guide 1120a in this examipic is located on a top side 1ll8a 

of the temple I I12a. In some examples, the temple may include a metal portion I 180a, 

indicated generally by the dashed line, and the groove 1122a may be located in the 

metal portion 1180a. Locating the groove in the metal portion may enhance the 

structural integrity of the groove which may have a relatively thin sidewalls. In some 

examples, the guide may include additional tracks, for example tracks located on an 

outside side of the temple (emg, tra L22a-2, I122a-3) or on a bottom side of the 

temple as will be described further with reference to FIG I I F. The tracks nay have 

virtually any geometry, for example a second groove I 122a-2 may have a generally U

shaped cross section. In some examples a third groove 1122a-3 may have a generally 

V-shaped cross section defined by a groove with walls angled to one another towards a 

base of the groove, 

10821 FIG. IIB shows a cross-sectional view of a temple II 12b including a guide 

1 120b, in this case a securing guide. The guide I 120b includes a plurality of tracks 

including a first groove I 22b-i and a second groove 1122b-2 The first groove 

1122b-I is located on a top side 1I18b of the temple 1112b. The first groove I122b-I 

has an open groove geometry. That is groove 1122b-1 has a generally L-shaped cross 

section defined by a base 1171 and a single sidewall 1161b-l, The second groove 

II22b-2 is located on a side of the temple adjacent to the top side I I18b, in this caseS 
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the outside side 11 Ib groove I 122b- I is configured to constrain the downward and 

partially the lateral iovement of the electronic device (not shown) relative to guide 

1120b. groove I122b-2 constrains the upward movement as well as lateral movement 

of the electronic device. The second groove includes a partial top wall I l 70b, which 

extends front one of the sidewalls i 61b-2 of the second groove. In this manner, the 

second groove also restrains a rotational degree of freedom of the electronic device 

when the electronic device is coupled thereto by virtue of the partial top wall. The first 

and second tracks also constrain the remaining two rotational degrees of freedom to 

thereby guide the electronic device along a longitudinal direction of the temple (e.g. in 

and out of the page), In this manner, the combined first and second tracks ftnction as a 

securing guide. The temple I I12b may, in some examples, include a metal portion 

(e g. portion 1180b) and the first groove, the second groove, or both may be located in 

the metal portion, 

[)83] FIG. I IC shows a cross-sectional view of a temple i l12e including a guide 

120e, in this ease a securing guide. The guide I Me includes a plurality of tracks 

including a first groove I 122c- I arid a second groove I 122c-2, The first groove I1 22c

I may be similar to groove I I 22b-1 of the example in FIG II B. For example, groOVe 

1.122e-l is heated on a top side of the temple and has an open groove geometry. The 

second groove I122c-2 is located on an adjacent side of temple I 1I2c, in this case on 

the outside side IlIl le. The temple 11 12 may, in some examples, include a metal 

portion (e.g portion 118'0e) and the first groove, the second groove or both may be 

located in the metal portion. The second groove i122c-2 nrav be angled relative to the 

first groove 1122c-l, which may improve functionality of gnide 1120e as a securing 

guide, For example, groove I 122c-2 may be oriented such that centcrline i 177-2 of 

groove 1122c-2 defines an obtuse angled relative to centerline 1177c-l of groove 

ll22c-. Such relative oriemation of the tracks 1122c-1 and 1122c-2 may better 

constrain any rotation of an electronic device coupled thereto about the longitudinal 

direction of temple I 12c.  

[084] FIG, I I D shows a cross-sectional view of a temple I I 12d including a guide 

II20d, in this case a non-sccumri guida The guide 11 20d includes a groove 11 22d 

which is located on a top side of the temphe and has a generally C-shaped geometry.  

That is, groove I I22d comprises a gronve (e gQ, a hook groove), which includes a 

single sidewall I l6id and a top wall I1 70d The top wall I I70d may' be a partial top 

wall having a width I73d selected such that comnjponent(s) of the electronic device 
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I I30d andior attachment system (eg rail I124d) does not contact the user's head 

when the rail is provided into engagement with the groove, For example, the top wall 

II 70d may have a width i173d which is less than a width i17J6d of the base of the 

groove by an amount which is substantially the same or greater than a cross-section 

dimension 1 78d of the rail 124d The groove If22d is configured to engage with a 

rail 1124d which may extend from a top side of the electronic dvicc 1130d However.  

in some examples the rail ll24d may extend from another wall, for example a bottom 

wall, or a sidewxall of the electronic device I 130d

[085] FIG, IlE shows a cross-sectional view of another example of a temple 1112e 

comprising a guide 11 0, in this case a securing guide. The guide I 20e includes a 

plurality of tracks, including a first groove 1122e-i configured to receive a first rail 

1 24e-1 and a second groove I 122e21 configured to receive a second rail 1124e-2, The 

first and second groove 11 22e- 1, 1 122e-2, respectively, are located on adjacent sides of 

the temple II12c, in this Case the top side and outside side, respectively. The first 

groove I 122c-I is a generally U-shaped groove comprising a groove defined by to 

opposing sidevalls. The second groove H 22e-2 is a also a generally U-shaped groove 

(e g_ a groove having a generally rectangular cross section). The temple 1l12e may 

include one or more metal portions, e.g., metal portion 118e,. One or more of the 

tracks may be in the metal portion, in this example the first groove 112.2 e-1 is in the 

metal portion 1180e and the second groove i 122e-2 is in a plastic portion I 181 of the 

temple- It will be understood that the temple, in some examples may not include a 

plastic portion and may be made entirely of mtal. In some examples, the temple may 

be made entirely of plastic, In some examples, the temple can be made of both plastic 

and metal. In some cases the temple can comprise one of or any conibination of, by 

way of example only, plastic, rubber, metal, wood. The guide can be made of the same 

material as that of the temple or different material than that of the temple. I1 many 

examples the guide is comprised of the sane material and. finish as that of the finished 

outer surface of the temple. In many examples. the guide is a contour design of the 

outer finished surface of the temple. In many examples, the guide is free of an aperture 

and maintains the integrity of the outside finish of the temple, 

[0861 FI 1 IF shows a cross-sectional view of yet another example of a temple 

I 112 f comprising a guide I I20f, in this Case a securing guide, The guide II 20f 

includes a plurality of tracks, including a first groove I l22f- l configured. to receive a 

first rail I124f-1 and a second. groove 1122f-2 con figured to receive a second rail 
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1124f-2, The first and second groove I 122f-I 1 22 f2, respectively, are located on 

opposite sides of the temple 1112f, in this case the top side and bottom side 

respectively. The first groove 1122fI is a generally U-shaped groove comprising a 

groove defined by to opposing sidewalls. The second groove 1122f-2 is a also a 

generally U-shaped groove (e.g .. a groove having a generally rectangular cross section% 

The second groove i 122f-2 comprises sidewalls having dissimilar heights. The temple 

I1 12f may include one or more metal portions, e.g metal portions H X8f-1 and I 180f

2. One or more of the tracks may be in the metal portion, in this example both the first 

and second tracks 1122f-1, 1122f-2, respectively are in the metal portions i180f-1, 

11 8of-2 

10871 FIGS, I 1A-I 2C are partial cross-sectional views of further examples of systems 

according to the present disclosure. The systems in FIGS. I 1A-I 2C include magnetic 

means for secure an electroniic device to the temple FIG, I 2A shows a cross section 

of a temple 121 2a comprising a guide 1 220a which is similar to the guide I120a in 

FIG. I1 A. For example, the guide includes a groove 1222a having a generally L

shaped cross section and loated on a top side of the temple 1212a, the roove 1222a 

configured to receive a rail 1224a coupled to or integrated with the electronic device 

1230a. The system further includes a securing mechanism 1 250a coupled to the temple 

1212a, The securing mechanism 1250a includes a metallic strip 1291a located on the 

outside side 1211a of the temple 1212a, The metallic strip 1291a is positioned for 

engagement with a magpnet 1292a located on the electronic device 1230a. In this 

example, the metallic strip 1.291a is located in an indentation in the surface of the 

temple 1212a with one side of the metallic strip 1291a exposed, The metallic strip 

1291a may be removably or irremovably attached to the temple 1212a The magnet 

1292a may be attached to or cnbedded within a housing l.254a of the electronic device 

1230a, The metallic strip .1291a i may extend substantially along the length of the 

groo ve such that the magnet nay retain via magnetic attraction, the electronic device 

1230a in engaged rent with the guide at any position of the electronic device along the 

groove.  

1088] FIG. 1213 shows a cross section of another example of a system including a 

temple 1212b. The temple 1212b includes a guide 1220b according to the present 

disclosure. in this example, the guide 1220b includes a groove 1222b having a 

generally -shaped cross section and located on a top side of the temple 1212b, the 

groove 1222b coningured to receive a rail 1224b coupled to or integrated with the 
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electronic device 1230b, The temple 1212b includes a metal portion 1280b and the 

groove 1222b is in the metal portion 1280b, The electronic device 1230b is slidably 

engaged with the le 1220b and is further secured into engagement with the guide 

1220b by means of magnetic attraction, To that end, the rail 1224b includes a magnet 

1292b, which may be coupled to an end of the rail 1224b or it may be embedded within 

the rail 1224b. In some examples, the rail 1224b itself or portions thereof may be made 

of a magnetic material. In this manner, the magnet 1292b which is coupled to the 

electronic device 1230b may maintain the electronic device 1230b in engagement with 

the guide 1220b eg by way of magnetic attraction between the magnet 1292b and 

metal portion 1280b in which the groove 122b is provided.  

089] FIG. I2C shows a cross section of yet another example of a system including a 

temple 1212c which includes a guide 1220c according to the present disclosure, In this 

example the guide 1220c includes a groove 12c22 having a. generally U-shaped cross 

section and located on a top side of the temple 121 2e, the groove I 2212eb configured to 

receive a rafl 1224c coupled to or integrated with the electronic device 1230c, The 

temple 1 m 1 iay include a metal portion 1280t and the groove 1222c maxy be in the 

metal potion I1 8k The electronic device .1230c is slidably engaged with the guide 

1220e and is further secured into engagement with the guide 1 220G by means of 

magnetic attraction. To that end, the system may include a securing mechanism 1250c 

comprising a metallic strip 1291c which may be embedded in the temple 1212c, The 

metallic strip 1291c may be positioned for engagvement with a magnet 1 292c which 

may be coupled to or embedded within the electronic device. It will be appreciated that 

in other mthe location of the magnet and mnietalic material may be reversed, for 

example, the temple may inchde a strip of magnetic material coupled to or embedded 

within the temple and the electronic device may include a metallic member coupled to 

or embedded in the electronic device.  

090] FIGS. 13A-13E are views of a camera (also referred to as camera system or 

self-contained point and shoot camera) according to some examples of the present 

disclosure. The camera 1.0 includes an image capture device 12., which may be located 

in a first portion 20 e g a forward portion, of the camera 1.0, The camera 10 further 

includes a battery 14 and circuitry 16, which may be located in a second portion 21, 

e.g., an anl portion of the camera 10. The camera 10 may be coupled to a temple of an 

eyewear. for example by slidably engaging the camera 10 with a guide incorporated 

into the temr ple, eg.. as illustrated in FIG, 14A and FIGS. 19 and 20. The camera 10 
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may include one of a groove (eg. groove 22) or a rail and ray engage with a rail or a 

groove provided on the temple Ihe groove or rail may be coupled to a housing 23 of 

the camera 10 or it may be integral with the housing 23. The electronic device in the 

fori of a camera can coniprise a female groove that acts to engage a non-securing 

guide in the form of a male rail on the outside side of the temple. The electronic device 

in the form of a camera can comprise a male rail that acts to engage a non-securing 

guide in the form of a female groove on the outside side of the temple. The electronic 

device in the form of a camera can comprise a male rail that acts to engage a securing 

guide in the form of a female groove on the outside side of the temple. The electronic 

device in the form of a camera can comprise a female groove that acts to engage a 

securing guide in the form of a male rail on the outside side of the temple, 

j0911 In some examples, the camera may include software for automatically centering 

an image also referred to as auto-enterng or auto-alignment software. Auto-centering 

or auto-alignment software may b embedded software on the camera or may reside on 

a remote electronic device (e g a smart phone or other mobile device to which the 

camera may be communicaively coupled to transfer images thereto). n examples, the 

circuitry 16 of camera 10 may include a processor and nenmory comprising processor

executable instructions (e.g, software) for modifying an image prior to or after capture 

of the image. For example. the instructions may program the camera to adjust a size 

and/or orientation of the image, In some examples, the memory may include 

instructions for centering ) an image captured by the camera. The instructions may 

program the camera to detect a center of the image and relocate the center of the image 

by cropping the image.  

10921 In some examples, the instrtctiorns may program the camera to center the image 

in a horizontal direction by detecting a horizontal center of the image and cropping the 

image in the horizontal direction such that the horizontal center is equally spaced 

between left and. right sides of the image, istructions for centering an inage in a 

horizontal direction may include instructions for counting a number of objects (e., a 

number of people, a number of heads) in an image and determining the horizontal 

center of the image by referencing a first look-up table. The first look-up table may, for 

example, indicate that if five heads are counted- the horizontal center of the irnage is at 

or near the ird head. The first look-up table may indicate that if two heads are 

counted. the horizontal center of the image is at or approximately between the two 

heads, istructions for centering an image in the horizontal direction may thus include 
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instructions for automatically relocating the horizontal center of the image to a location 

determined based on the information in the first look-up table.  

{0931 Instructions for centering an image in a vertical direction may include 

instructions for determining a position of the horizon, for example by detecting a color 

difference. For example the instructions may' program the camera to detect a first 

object in the captured image which corresponds to the sky and a second objct in the 

captured image which corresponds to the ground or land based on a difference in color 

between the first and second objects in the captured image. The instructions may 

further program the camera to crop the image such that the horizon is relocated to a 

new position. The new position may be determined by referencing a second look-up 

table. The second look up table rnay indicated that an image may be centered in the 

vertical direction by relocatintg the horizon to a position at which the image comprises a 

certain percentage of sky and a certain percentage of land, for example 0 sky and 

50%/ land, or 40%, i sky and 60% land, or 30% sky and 70% land, any percentages in 

between. In some examples, the instructions may program the camera to crop the 

image such that the horizon is relocated to a position at which the image comprises 

about 1./3 sky and 2/3 1and 

[0941 The first portion 20 of the camera 10 may be pivotably coupled to the second 

portion 21 of the camera 10 using a pivot joit 18, such that an orientation of the image 

capture device 12 may be changed, For example, the forward portion 20 may be 

coupled to the aft portion 21 rising a ball and socket type joint, e.g, as best seen in the 

cross-sectional view in FIG 13E, In other examples, the forward and aft portions 20, 

21, respectively, may be pivotably coupled to one another using a pin and connector 

type joint. Any suitable piv ot joint inay be used., In some examples, the pivot joint 

may enable rotation of the forwi ard portion 20 and thereby the image capture device 12 

about a first axis, a second axis, a third axis, or combinations thereof, the first, second, 

and third axes being generally parallel with respective x, y and z axes of the camera.  

09,5 The camera 10 includes a rail which imy be inserted into a groove provided on 

the temple. In the case of a non-securing groove, the caetra 10 may include securing 

features for engaging with a securing mechanism and thereby maintaining the camera 

10 into engagement with the temple. The camera 10 in the example in FIG. 13 includes 

surface features 13 configured to engage with a securing mechanism in the form of a 

stretchable band (not shown in this figure). The surface features 13 may be ribs, which 

may be spaced. apart a suflcierit distance to accommodate the securing miehanism in 
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the form of a stretchable band there between. The camera. 10 in this example further 

includes features 15 for engaging With attachment features of a shoe (also not shown in 

this figure). That is, the camera 10 of this example may be coupled. to the temple 

having a groove via the rail 22 embedded into the camera in some examples, eg if a 

user wishes to couple the camera 10 to a temple which instead comprises a rail, the 

camera 10 may be coupled to a shoe which may comprise a groove configured to be 

received in the rail of the temple. The camera 10 of this particular example is operable 

to be coupled to any number of temples comprising a variety and/or types of rails or 

tracks, 

[0961 In some examples, as best seen in FIG. 13D, the camera 10 may include a 

privacy indicator 17. The privacy indicator may comprise one or more L.EDs 19 which 

may illuminate when an image e g, a still image or video) is being captured The 

illmation may noify others that an image is being captured. In some examples, the 

camera may also include a funtional indicator 37 which may provide feedback to the 

wearer as to whether an image was successfRllV captured. For example, the functional 

indicator 37 may include one or more LEDs 39 which may for example, illuminate, 

change color, or blink upon the successfully capture of the image, In some examples, an 

illumination in one cotor may indicate a successful capture while iIlumnation in a 

different color may indicate a failed capture. In other examples, successful or failed 

capture m ay be indicated by way of different number or different speed of blinking of 

the LED. In yet further examples the finctional indicator may include a vibration 

source, a speaker, a buzzer, or other audio generating device and tie feedback may be 

provided by tactile or audible means 

1097] The cameras according to the present disclosure may be a miniaturized self

contained electronic device, The camera imay have a length L of about 8mm to about 

50mm, In some examples, the camera may have a length from about 12imm to about 

45mm. In some examples, the camera may have a length not exceeding 30mm, In 

some exampICs the camera may be about 12mm long. The camera may have a width W 

of about 6mm to about 12mm In some examples. the camera may be about 8mm wide.  

In some example, the camera may have a width not exceeding about 10imm In some 

example, the camera may have a height of about 6mm to about 12mm. In some 

examples, the camera may be about 8mm 1 high, In some examples, the camera may 

have a height 11 not exceeding about I Omm. In some examples, the camera may weigh 

from about 5rams to about 10 grains, In some examples the camera may weigh be 
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about 7 grains or less. n some examples, the camera may have a volume of about 

6,000 cubic millimeters or less: In some examples. the cam rera may have a volmte of 

about 3,000 cubic millimeters or less. In soi examples, the camera may have A 

volume of about 2000 cubic millimeters or less. In some examples the camera may be 

a waterproof camera. In some examples, the camera can be water resistant, In some 

examples the Camera can be sweat resistant. in some examples, the camera May 

include a compliant material or coating on an extemal surface of the housing 23, for 

example to reduce or eliminate the camera damage (e.g. scratches) to the finished 

surface of the eyewear temple including the guide as the camera is moved along the 

guide.  

10981 The camera may be configured to capture an image (e.g. still image or video 

image) An image capture functionality of the camera may be activated by a variety of 

triggers, for example by a touch switch, membrane. switch, capacitance switch or 

sensor, motion detector sensor such as by way of example only, a micro accelerometer, 

voice or sound recognition system. In some examples, the swipe of a finger forward or 

backward may serve as a trigger and may cause an image to be captured In other 

examples, a tap of the temple of the evewear, or a movement of a forced blink may 

cause an image to be captured. In some examples, a tap of the temple or a tapping of 

the temple can cause the camera to capture an image, 

f0991 In yet further examples, the clicking of the wearer's teeth may serve as a trigger 

and may cause an image to be captured. When the wearer clicks his or her teeth, a 

sound may be generated which may function as the trigger. In yet further examples, the 

trigger may be a predetermined word, tone, or a phrase. In examples according to the 

present disclosure, the circuitry 16 inay include voice recognition software. The 

camera my include a microphone, which may detect te sound such that the camera 

may determine if a trigger has been generated. If' a trigger was generated, the image 

capture f'unctionality of the ca mera may be activated responsive to the trigger 

f01001 FIGS. 14A and 14B are partial views of systems including electronic devices 

configured for slidable engagement with a temple using a shoe according to some 

examples herein. The system 1400a in FIG. 14A includes an electronic device which 

may be the camera 10 of FIG. 15. The camera 10 is coupled to a temple 1412a via a 

shoe 1434a. The temple 1412a includes a femile groove 1422a, which may be a 

securing groove. The shoe 1434a may include a securing rail, in which case no 

additional means for securing the camera 10 to the temple 1412a may be required. In 
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some examples, the groove may be a non-securing groove and the system may furher 

include one or more bands which may engage with the surface features 13 on the 

camera 10.  

10101 FIG. 14B shows another example of a camera 50 having a generally cylindrical 

or semi-cylindrical body. The camera 50 may include an image capture device, a 

battery and circuit within a single housing 53. The camera 50 may be slidably 

coupled to the temple 1412b using a shoe 1434b. The temple 1412b in this example 

includes a securing guide, comprising a groove with a generally trapezoidal cross

section. The shoe 1434b includes a rail with an inverted generally trapezoidal cross

section. The groo.e incoiporated into temple 1412b and the rail on the shoe 1 434b are 

configured to form a slidable dovetail joint, which not only serves to guide movement 

of the camera 50 along the groove but also secures the camera 50 to the groove and 

thereby secures the came ra 50 to the temple 141 2b The camera 50 may optionally 

include surface features 55 for engaging with a band (eg. an elastic ring, a strap), in 

the even that a user desires to couple the camera 50 to a temple which includes a non

seering guide, eg.. as show in the example in FIG. 15 and described further below.  

[0102] FiGS, 15 shows a partial view of a system 1500 including an electronic device 

(eg., camera 50) cmfigured for slidable engagement with a temple 1512. The temple 

1512 in FIG. 15 comprises a guide 1520, which is a non-securing guide, The guide 

may be implemented according to any of the example herein, The camera includes 

surface features 55 (e g, ribs) configured to engage with a band 57 (eg an elastic ring 

such as an 0-ing) The band 57 e an elastic ring) biases the camera 50 towards the 

temple 1512 such that the camera 50 remains into engagement with the guide 1520, 

while the elasticity of the band 57 allows for movement of the camera 50 along the 

temple 1512, the thickness and/or width of which may vary along the length of the 

temple 1512. In the examples in FIGS. .14-15, the cameras are positioned adjacent to 

an outside side of the temrcple, It will be understood that cameras which are positioned 

adjacent a top side, a bottom side and/or an interior side of the temple are within the 

scope of the present disclosure.  

101 03] FIG. 16 shows a. partial view of another example of a camera 60 according to 

the present disclosure, The camera 60 is configured for engagement with a securing 

guide The camera 60 includes a rail 62 comprising a pair of legs 64 spaced a istaice 

66 apart from one other. A rail comprising a plurality. of legs may be referred to as a 

split rail, In this example, the distance 66 between the legs increases from the base 63 
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of the rail to the top 65 of the rail. The rail 62 is configured to be inserted into a groove 

having a generally trapezoidal geoinetry. WAhen inserted therein the rail 62 arnd groove 

form a slidable detail jomt. By using a split rail as in this example rathr than a solid 

rail having an inverted generally trapezoidal cross section, the system may offer an 

added weight savings. Variations of split ril configurations may further enable 

coupling between the rail and the groove by way of a snap fit as will be described 

further with reference to FiGS- 17A- 7C.  

[0104] FIGS- 17A-C shows cross sectional views of an attachment system including 

guides according to further examples herein. The guide 1720 includes a first guide 

moiorporated into temple 1712 and composing a female groove 1722 having a generally 

U-shaped gometry, The groove 1722 is configured for engagement with a rail 1724 of 

a second guide, c.g, which may be provided on an electronic device, the rail 1724 also 

having a generally U-shaped cross section to from a slidcable joint wvith the lgoove 

1722. The slidable joint formed by the first and second guides is illustrated at different 

stages 1700a-I through 1 -700a3 of coupling the rail to the groove- The rail 1724 is a 

split rail comprising a pair of legs 1796. The rail 1724 is con! gured to couple to the 

groove 1722 by a snap fit, For example, the rail 1724 may be sized for a press fit into 

the groove 1722, as described herein. The rail 1724 has a first rail width .1793 at its 

widest location, which nay be an intermediate location between the base and top of the 

rail, for example a midpoint location, The groove may have a first groove width 1794 

at its narrowest location, which may he an intermediate location along the height of the 

groove, for example a midpoint location. The first rail width 179-3 iny be greater than 

the first groove width 17'94 such that the rail may be press fit into the groove, 

0105] In a first stage 1700al (e 'g pre-installation), the rail and groove are shown 

adjacent one another pior to mseing the rail into the groove. In this stage the rail and 

groove are in a zero en gagenent state with the rail decotipled front the groove and 

freely movable with respect to the groove. In a second stage 1700a-2 (e.g during 

installation), the rail is partially inserted into the groove by moving the rail in a 

direction 1795 of the insertion force. At this stage I 700a-2, the rail and groove are in a 

partial engagement state. Due to the width of the rail at its widest location being 

greater than a. width of the groove at its narrowest location the legs 1796 may deflect 

inward (e g. toward one another) when the rail is moved in the direction 1795, The rail 

is fully inserted into the groove by further movement of the rail along the direction 

1795 until the rail and groove are prvided in a third stage 1700a-3 (e~g, post 
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instal laion). As the rail is further insened into the groovc, the legs 1796 may deflect 

outward (e g, spring back to their neut-al position) to lock the rad into engagement 

with the groove. At this stage 17 00a-3: the rail and groove are in a full engagement 

state. In this stage 1700a-3 the top of the rail (e.g, ends of the legs) may abut the 

surface at the base of the groove. in some example, some clearance may remain 

between sidewalls of the rail and sidewalls of the groove to facilitate sliding of the rail 

within the groove.  

01 06] FIGS- 17B shows a cross sectional view of the second guide including the split 

rail with a partial detail view of one of the legs 1796 of the split rail. The split rail 

comprises a pair of legs 1796 including a first leg 179 6-1 and a second leg 1796-2 

spaced apart from the first leg 1796 1, A width of the rail may vary along its height.  

For example, the rail may have a first rail width at the base of the rail a second rail 

width at the top of the rail and athurd rail width at In internediate location of the rail 

between the base and the top. The first, second, and/or third rail widths may be 

different. In some examples, the first rail width may be substantially the same as the 

third rail width and may be less than the second rail width, The intermediate location 

may be referred to as the widest location of the rail. A distance between the legs 1796 

may also vary In some example, the distance between the legs may be the same along 

the height of the rail.  

101071 FIG 17 C shows a cross sectional view of the first guide including the groove 

1722 with a partial detail view of one of the sidewalls 1797~1 of the groove. The 

groove comprises a generally U-shaped groove defined by sidewalls 1797 which 

narrow from a base to an intermediate location along the height of the groove and then 

widen froin the intermediate location to the top (eg, opening) of the groove. As such, 

the width of the groove varies along the height of the groove such that the groove has a 

first groove width at the base of the groove, a second groove width at the top of the 

groove and a third groove width at arn intermediate location of the groove between the 

base and the top. The first, second, and/or third groove widths may be different. In 

some examples, the first groove width may be substantially the same as the third 

groove width and miay be greater than the second groove width. In this regard, the 

intermediate location may be referred to as the narrowest location of the grooe In 

some example the first and/or third groove widths may be greater than the first and/Or 

third rail widths to provide clearance for sliding movement of the rail 1724 within the 

groove 1722. In other examples, the location of the first and second guides may be 
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reversed. That is, a temple may include a split rail similar to split rail 1724 of the 

example in FIGS. 17A-C and an electronic device or an intermediate component 

attachable to the electronic device may inchide a groove 1722 similar to the groove 

1722 of the example in FIGS.. 17A-C and configured for coupling to a split rail as 

described hereint 

10108 Guides according to the present disclosure may be provided on a finished 

surface of the temple. That is, the groove or tracks. or rail or rails of the guide may be 

formed such that they comprise a finished surface of the temple which does not distract 

from the cosmetic appearance of the eyewear. Furthermore, guides according to the 

present disclosure may include low profile guides which may be incorporated into 

relatively thin temples of eyewear. For example, the height of a rail (e.g., the split rail 

1724) may be about I imn or less and a width of the rail mav be about 3mm or less. In 

a specific example, a split rail haInm a height of about minl and a width of about 

1.5mm was implemented and shown to effectively couple an electronic device to a 

temple of an eyewear frame. The thickness of each of the legs may in some examples 

be less than about .5mm and in some examples. less than about .3mm. Such relatively 

thin cross section of the legs may allow for elastic deformation when moving from the 

first 1700a- I through the second 1200a-2 and to the third I 700a.-3 stages described with 

reference with FIG. I 7A. Low profile guides according to the present disclosure may 

have the added advantage that they may be nearly unperceivable by an onlooker 

without close inspection of the eyewear, In lis regard, guides according, to the 

examples herein may function to preserve the aesthetic look of the eywear. In some 

examples, a guide in the form of a male ril according to the present disclosure may be 

about 3mm wide or less, about 1 5mm high or less and between about 10mm and. about 

145mm long, in somc examples, a guide in the forn of a female groove may be about 

4mm wide or less, about 1,5 mm deep or less., and between about 10mm and about 

145mm long. In some example, a guide may be in excess of about 40mm long In 

some examples, a guide may be in excess of about 80mm long. In some cases a guide 

may be in excess of 145 mm long as in the case of a guide on a bifurcated temple. The 

guide may be located on the outside side of a temple. The guide may be located on the 

inside side of a temple The guide may be located on the top edge of the temple. The 

guide may be located on the bottom edge of the temple.  

10109] In some examples. the electronic device (e g, camera) may be pivotably 

coupled to the temple, for example using a hinge joint or a pivot joint, e.g., as 
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illustrated in the example in FIGS. 18A-18C. FIGS. 18A-18C are views of an 

electronic device slidably and pivotably coupled to a temple according to further 

examples herein. The electronic device may be a camera 70 which includes an image 

capture device enclosed within a housing 72. The camera 70 may further include 

surface features 74 incorporated into the housing and configured for engagement with a 

band. The canra 70 nay include an image capture device.  

[0110] The camera 7iay be coupled to the teniple using an intermediate component 

(e.g., an interface 80) which mray be pivotably coupled to the camera 70 via the pivot 

Joint 82, In some examples,' the pivot joint 82 may enable rotation of the camera 70 

and thereby a rotation of the image capture device, about an axis of the camera, e.g, the 

x axis of the camera. One advantage may be the ability to align the image capture 

device with a desired object or scene to be Capture even if tei temple is otherwise 

angled relative to the object or scene. The pivot joint ) may be configured to enable 

up to 20 degrees of upward and downward rotation about the x axis. In some 

examples, the pivot joint 82 may be configured to enable up to about 15 degrees of 

upward and/or downward rotation of the camera 70, As described herein, the 

intermediate component 70 may co mprise a rail or a groove for slidably engaging with 

a grove or a rail on the temple 181 2 In the specific example illustrated, the interface 

includes a split rail of the type described with reference to FIG, 17 and a groove 

configured for cooperating fit with the railt hi sone examples, the camera 70 may be 

coupled to the temple via a hinge joint having a hinge axis generally parallel to a 

longitudinal axis of the temple. In such examples, the hinge joint may be operable to 

rotate the cimtera about the longitudinal axis of the temple, for example to change an 

orientation of the irnage capture device from a portrait orientation to a landscape 

orientation and vice verswa 

101.11 FIGS. 19 and 20 show top, front; side, and partial isometric views of systems 

according to some examples of the present disclosure. System 1900 in FIG. 19 may 

include an eywear frame 1910 including a temple 1912. The system 1900 may further 

include an electronic device, for example camera 10, as described previously with 

reference to FIG. 13 The camera 10 nay be slidably engaged with the temple 1912 via 

a shoe (e.g, shoe 1434 of FG. 14A). Ti camer 10 iay include a forward portion 20 

which comprises an image capture device. The forward portion 20 may be pivotably 

coupled to an aft portion 21 of the camera such that an orientation of the image capture 

device 12 may be changed, for example to compernsate for misalignrent of the camera 
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10 with a desired line of sight of the camera. In some examples& the camera 10 may 

include a ball and socket joint which may enable rotation of the forward portion about 

one or more axes parallel one or more of the axes (e.g., the x-axis, the y-axis, and the z

axis) of the camera 10, 

10112j The camera 10 may be coupled to the temple 1912 such that the camera 10 is 

generally parallel with a longitudinal axis of tc temple 1912, In some examples, the 

longitudinial axis of the temple 1912 may be aligned with a neutral axis which may be 

generally parallel to a line of sight of the usci and may thus be aligned with a desired 

line of sight for the capture of an image (e g still image, or a video image) In some 

examples, the longitudmal axis may not be aligned with the neutral axis but may 

instead be anrled upward or downward with respect to the neutral axis. For example, 

the temple may be in a first inclined position (shown in dashed hine), which may be 

angled upward relative to the neutral position, thus causing the image capture device of 

the camera to be oriented downward relative to a desired object or scene, In other 

examples, the temple may be in a second inclined position (shown in dashed line), 

which may be angled downward relative to the neutral position, thus causing the image 

capture device of the camera to be oriented upward relative to a desired object or scene.  

In this example, an image capture device of the camera 10 may be rotated about an axis 

that is parallel to the x axis of the camera 10. That is the forward portion of camera 10 

may be rotated and the rotation of the forward portion about an axis that is parallel to 

the x axis would effect a change in orientation of the image capture device in an 

upward or dowmward direction relative to the line of sight of the user.  

[0113] With further reference to FIGS. 20A-20D system 21000 may inchide an eyewear 

frame 2010 comprising a itnple 2011 The system 2000 may further include an 

electronic device, for example camera 10, as described previously with reference to 

FI C.13 and FIG 19. The camera 10 may be slidably engaged with the temple and the 

forward portion of the camera may be pivotably coupled to an aft portion of the camera 

such that an orientation of the image capture device may be changed.  

101141 The camera 10 nray be coupled to the temple 20.12 such that the camera 10 is 

generally parallel With a omitudinal axis of the temple 2012. which in somre examples 

may be generlly aligned ith a neutral axis and thus may be aliged with a desired 

line of sight. In some examples, the temple ray instead be angled inwardly or 

outwardly with respect to the neutral axis. For example. the temple may be in a first 

deflected position (shown in dashed line), which may be angled inward relative to the 
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neutral axis, thus causing the image capture device of the camera to be oriented 

outward relative to a desired object or scene. In other examples, the temple may be in a 

second deflected position (shown in dashed line), -which may be angled outward 

relative to the neutral axis, thus causing the image capture device of the camera to be 

oriented inward relative to a desired object or scene, In such examples. the camera may 

be rotated about an axis which is generally parallel to the y axis of the camera.  

Rotation about an axis which is parallel to the y axis of the camera may effect a change 

in orientation of the image capture device in a side to side or inward and outward 

direction with respect to a liue of sight of the user.  

[01151 In further examples, the image capture device may be angularly misaligned.  

For example, by reasons of an regularly shaped temple 2012, the x and y axes of the 

camera 20 and/or the image capture device may be rotated by an angle relative to the x 

and y axes of the eyewear frame. As such, an image captured by the camera in such an 

orientation may have an angular misalignment (eg., be rotated about the z axis). Such 

misalignment may be resolved according to the examples herein by rotation of the 

forward portion of the image capture device about the z axis as illustrated in FIG. 20D, 

[0116] FIG. 21 shows yet another example of an electronic device according to the 

present disclosure, which may, by way of example, be a camera 90. The electronic 

device (e., camera 90) may include some or all of the features of electronic devices 

described herein. The camera 90 in this example includes a male rail 94 which is 

located on a bottom side 95 of the camera 90. When the camera 90 is coupled to a 

temple according to the examples herein, the bottom side 95 of the camera 90 is 

provided opposite the temple such that the guide in the form of a male rail 94 is in 

engagement wxith a guide on the temple. As will be appreciated, the rail 94 may extend 

along the length of the camera or partially along the length of the camera, For example, 

the rail 94 may have a length La which is less than a length Le of the camera 90. The 

rail 94 nay be positioned proximate the aft end 92 of the camera, The rail 94 may be 

spaced from the front end 91 of the camera 90 by a distance 96. Positioning of the rail 

94 a distance 96 aft of the front end of the camera may enable the front end 91 of the 

camera 90, to be positioned in line with the front of the eyewear or slightly in front of 

the evewear while the camera remains engaged with the guide on the temple, While the 

specific example illustrated shows a came ra miluding a guide in the form of a rail, in 

other examples, the camera may include a guide in the form. of a groove. In some 

examples, the rail may be part of a shoe attached to the electronic device, The rail 
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incorporated in the shoe may simillarly be spaced from a front end of the shoe to enable 

placement of the camera in line with or ahead of the eyewear frame.  

{0117J FIG 21 shows an example of a stretchable band in the form of ai 0-ring 

according to examples of the present disclosure. The O-ring 97 may be generally 

circular and may have an outside diameter (ID), In some examples, an outside diameter 

OD) of the 0-ring 97 may range from about. 8mm to about 16mm, The 0-ring may 

have a rounded. cross section, for example a circular cross section as illustrated in FIG.  

22. A cross-sectional diameter 98 (e.g. the radial cross section diameter, the axial 

cross section diameter or both) of the (-ring 97 may rang from about 1mm to about 

2mm, In some examples, the O-ring may be circular in cross section and the radial 

cross section diameter and axial cross section diameters of the 0-ring may be about 

Imm. A rounded cross section of lthe O-ring may facilitate slidim of the Oring along 

the temple without cxecssive listing of the O-ring or otherwise impeding the 

movement of the electronic device along the temple, The 0-ring 97 may be made from 

nibber, for example Buna N A70 durometer rubber, In some examples, the stretchable 

band may be an elastic ring made from other elastic materials such as silicon or 

ethylene propylene diee terpolymer (EPDMI. One or more 0-Rings can be applied to 

secure the electronic device to the evew~ear temple aid also the temple guide when it is 

present. The O-Ring can be applied in a manner whereby it covers one or more outer 

surfaces of the electronic device and the inside side of the eyewear temple. The O-Ring 

can be used to completely encircle the electronic device and the eyewear temple 

including the evewear guide when and if present. One or more surface features located 

on the electronic device can receive the O-ring and prevent the O-Ring from becoming 

disengaged when the electronic device is being moved from a point near the front of the 

eyewear temple to a point near the back of the eyewear temple The surface feature can 

form a depression on the surface of the electronic device for receiving the O-Ring. The 

depression can have a depth ranging from 0.50mm - 2.2mm. When an O-Ring is used 

having a cross section of .0mm the surface depression rings from 0 l75mm to 

1.25mm.  

101 18] Although the present disclosure includes, by way of example, illustration and 

description of some en-mbodinents, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that 

severed modifications to the described embodiments, as well as other embodiments are 

possible without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. It will be 

appreciated that any of the components, features, or aspects from any of the disclosed 
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cmbodimeiwts may be used in combination witi one another, without limitation, and 

without departing from the scope of the present disclosure.  
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CLAIMS 

What is claimed is: 

1. An electronic device system comprising: 

an eyewear frame including a temple and a first guide integral with the temple, 

the temple having a finished surface, and the first guide extending between a first 

location on the temple and a second location on the temple, wherein the first guide is 

formed on a side of the temple and extends partially through a thickness of the temple 

or protrudes from the temple, the first guide comprising a base and at least one sidewall 

adjacent to the base, the finished surface of the temple including surfaces of the base 

and the at least one sidewall; 

an electronic device movably coupled to the temple, the electronic device 

conprising a second guide coupled to the first guide; and 

an attachment system securing the electronic device to the temple, whereby the 

electronic device is movable along the guide while remaining secured to the temple.  

2 The electronic device system of claim 1. wherein the first guide comprises a mail 

or a groove.  

3. The electronic device system of claim 1, wherein the first guide is formed on an 

outside side of the temple, and wherein the first location is at a forward end of the 

temple and the second location is at a distance of about 13 of a length of tle temple 

from an aft end of the temple.  

4. The electronic device system of claim 1, wherein the first guide is a groove and 

a depth of the groove is 2 mm or less.  

5. The electronic device system of claim 1, wherein the first guide is a groove and 

a width of the groove is 4 mm or less, 

6, The electronic device system of clain I wherein the first guide is a groove and 

a length of the groove is between 10mm and 145mm.  
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7. The electronic device system of claim 1, wherein the electronic device 

comprises surface features con figured to engage with the attachment system, and 

wherein the attachment system comprises an elastic band having a rounded cross

section and wherein a diameter of the cross-section is 2mm or less.  

8. The electronic device system of claim 7, wherein the temple comprises a first 

portion and a second portion offset from the first portion by an offset distance, the 

offset distance greater than or equal to a thickness of the elastic bands 

9, The electronic device system of claim 1, wherein the temple comprises a metal 

portion and wherein tie first guide is located in the metal portion.  

10. The electronic device system of claim 1. the evewear frame further comprising 

a metallic strip in the temple confgured to engage with a magnet coupled to or 

embedded in the electronic device, 

11. The electronic device system of claim 1, wherein the electronic device is a 

camera. removably coupled to the temple.  

12 The electronic device system of clain I, wherein the camera is pivotably 

coupled to the temple.  

13. The electronic device system of claim I wherein the electronic device is a 

camera comprising an image capture device configured to be angled relative to an axis 

of the camera, 

14. The electronic device system of claim I. wherein the electronic device is a 

camera and. wherein the camera is waterproof.  

15. The electronic device system of clain I. wherein the electronic device is a 

camera and wherein the camera comprises a compliant material provided on an external 

surface of the housing, 
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16, The electronic device system of claim 1, wherein the electronic device is a 

camera and wherein the canimera is configured to capture an image responsive to a tap of 

the temple or responsive to a voice command.  

17. The electronic device system of clain I. wherein the electronic device is a 

camera, the camera comprising a camera front end and wherein the camera is 

configured to position the camera front cnd in line with or in front of the eyewear frame 

when the camera is moved to the first location on the temple.  

18. The electronic device system of claim I, wherein the electronic device is a 

camera having a width and a height of about 8mm each and a length of about 25mm to 

about 30mm, 

19. The electronic device system of claim 1, wherein the electronic device is a 

camera having a volume of less than 6,000 cubic millimeters 

20. The electronic device system of claim I. wherein the electronic device is a 

camera having a volume of less than 3.000 cubic millimeters.  

21, The electronic device system of claim I, wherein the electronic device is a 

camera having a volume of less than 2000 cubic mili meters.  

22. The electronic device system of claim 1, wherein the electronic device is a 

camera having a height between 6mm and 12mm.  

23. The electronic device system of claim L wherein the electronic device is a 

camera having a \vidth between 6mm and 12mm, 

24. The electronic device system of claim 1, wherein the electronic device is a 

camera having a length between 1 2mm and 45mm.  

25 The electronic device system of any of claims 12 through 24, wherein the 

camera comprises a processor and memory comprising processor-executable 

instructions for centering an image captured by the camera, the processor-executable 
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instructions configured to program the camera to detect a center of an image and 

relocate the center of the image by cropping the image.  

26. The electronic device system of claim 25, wherein the processor-executable 

instructions are further configured to program the camera to center the image in a 

vertical direction by determne a position of the horizon by detecting a color difference 

between a first object in the captured image which corresponds to the sky and a second 

object in the captured imagc which corresponds to the ground, and further configured to 

program the carnera to center the image in a horizontal direction by detecting a 

horizontal center of the image and cropping the iniage in the horizontal direction such 

that the horizontal center is equally spaced between left and right sides of the image.  

2 7 lThe electronic device system of any of claims I through 24, further comprising 

one or more lenses coupled to the eyewear frame, the one or nore lenses comprising a 

prescription lens, tpttm Isa tinted lens a changeable tint lensa variable 

focus lens a switchable focus Jens or combinations thereof.  

2& An electronic device system comprising: 

an eyewvear frame including a temple and a first securing guide integral with the 

temple, the temple having a finished surface, and the first securing guide extending 

between a first location on the temple and a second location on the temple, wherein the 

first securing guide is formed on a side of the temple and extends partially through a 

thickness of the temple or protrudes foro the temple, the first securing guide 

comprising a base and at least one sidewall adjacent to the base, the finished surface of 

the temple including surfaces of the base and the at least one sidewall; 

an electronic device mxovably coupled to the temple, the electronic device 

comnprising a second securing guide coupled to the first securing guide; and 

wherein the first and second. securing guides are configured to maintain the 

electronic device on the temple as the electronic device is moved along the first guide.  

29. The electronic device system of claim 28x, wherein the first securing guide 

comprises a groove or a rail.  
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30, The clectonic device system of claim 28, wherein at least one of the first or 

second securing guides has a cross-sectional shape configured to maintain the 

elctrolic device on the teniple as the electronic device is moved along the first guide.  
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